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Abstract—Applications in pervasive computing are often
context-aware. However, due to uncontrollable environmental
noises, contexts collected by applications can be distorted or even
conflicting with each other. This is known as the context inconsistency problem. To provide reliable services, applications need to
validate contexts before using them. One promising approach is
to check contexts against consistency constraints at the runtime
of applications. However, this can bring heavy computations
due to tremendous amounts of contexts, thus leading to deteriorated performance to applications. Previous work has proposed
incremental or concurrent checking techniques to improve the
checking performance, but they heavily rely on CPU computing.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique GAIN to exploit
GPU computing to improve the checking performance. GAIN
can automatically recognize parallel units in a constraint and
schedule their checking in parallel on GPU cores. We evaluated
GAIN with various constraints under different workloads. Our
evaluation results show that, compared to CPU-based computing,
GAIN saves CPU computing resources for pervasive applications
while checks constraints much more efficiently.
Keywords—GPGPU, constraint checking, pervasive computing

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Applications in pervasive computing provide context-aware
services. Their contexts are collected from environments,
which are naturally imperfect. Thus contexts can be distorted
or even conflicting with each other. This is known as the
context inconsistency problem [14]. One promising approach to
validating contexts is to check them against pre-specified consistency constraints, which describe necessary properties that
must hold about contexts [14]. If any constraint is violated, inconsistency is said “detected”. Detected inconsistencies should
be resolved before related contexts are used by applications,
because otherwise applications can behave abnormally due to
such inconsistent contexts [4]. Typically, constraint checking
needs to be conducted once any new context is collected,
and this checking has to be efficient for applications’ contextawareness and timeliness requirements.
Consider a location-aware application that provides smart
routing services based on real-time traffic conditions in a city.
Each taxi is installed with a GPS sensor to collect its context,
which includes the taxi’s id, current location, instant speed,
service status, and so on. Such context information is sent to a
central server continually. Sometimes the context information
can be inaccurate or even wrong. For example, GPS sensing
can be unreliable when a taxi is near a metal building, and
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data packets containing context information may be lost during
wireless transmission in an underground tunnel. Thus contexts
collected by the central server need to be validated before use.
Consider an obviously wrong context indicating that a taxi is
driving in sea adjacent to this city. To detect this problem, a
simple consistency constraint can be specified as: “any taxi
must drive within the scope of the city” (we omit cross-city
traffic for ease of discussion in this paper). Then any collected
context indicating a taxi’s location beyond the scope of the
city would violate this constraint and cause an inconsistency.
Besides this simple constraint, the application may also specify
complex constraints that concern relationships among multiple
contexts (concerning different taxis or the same taxi but during
a period of time). Considering that there can be thousands
of taxis or more in the city and each taxi sends its context
continually to the server, the constraint checking is conducted
very frequently and must be very efficient.
Typically, the performance of constraint checking can be
improved by incremental checking [13] or concurrent checking
[15]. However, these techniques rely fully on CPU computing,
which can consume valuable computing resources. These resources should originally be used for context-aware computing
by pervasive computing applications. On the other hand, many
modern machines own GPU computing facilities. GPU has
been designed for concurrently processing pixels on screen. A
screen usually contains hundreds of thousands of pixels, and
thus GPU is naturally able to process tasks in a high degree
of parallelism. We conjecture exploiting GPU computing to
support constraint checking. However, GPU architecture is
very different from CPU architecture and their programming
is totally different. Therefore, GPU-based constraint checking
should be carefully re-designed from CPU-based one. In this
paper, we propose a novel constraint checking technique called
GAIN, which stands for GPU-bAsed consIsteNcy checking.
It can automatically recognize parallel computing units in a
constraint and distribute them across different GPU cores such
that constraint checking can be completed in a high degree of
parallelism. Besides, GAIN is independent of a constraint’s
structure and totally transparent to applications. We evaluated
GAIN with various constraints under different workloads. We
found that GAIN has satisfactory performance even under
heavy workload. For the same consistency constraints, GAIN
works much more stably than CPU-based techniques, which
can deteriorate quickly when workload increases. For a case
study with millions of real-life context data, GAIN saves CPU
computing resources for pervasive applications while checks
constraints efficiently, as compared to CPU-based ones.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:
∙

We proposed a novel technique GAIN to check constraints on GPU cores. It guarantees load balance and
imposes no restriction on constraints.

∙

We proposed a two-level storage strategy to concurrently store irregular data, which is used to cope
with different constraints that can generate various
checking results on GPU cores.

∙

We evaluated GAIN experimentally and compared it to
CPU-based techniques. The experimental results confirmed GAIN’s effectiveness in greatly improving the
checking performance and its applicability to different
structures of constraints.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents background knowledge on constraint checking and
GPU programming. Section III uses an illustrative example to
overview our GAIN technique. Section IV elaborates on our
GAIN. Section V evaluates GAIN and discusses its evaluation
results. Section VI presents related work, and finally Section
VII concludes this paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly introduce constraint checking and
CUDA programming.
A. Constraint Checking
In this paper, a context can refer to any piece of environmental information, e.g., the location of a taxi at a certain time
point. In the process of validating contexts against consistency
constraints, we are interested in two questions: (1) Is a certain
constraint violated (i.e., its truth value is evaluated to false)?
(2) If yes, what has caused this violation? Typically, truth
value evaluation answers the first question and link generation
answers the second (each generated link gives a specific reason
explaining the violation) [13].
For ease of presentation, we in this paper assume that
consistency constraints are specified in the following first-order
logic (FOL) based language (also used in existing work [10]
[11] [13]–[15]):
𝑓 ::=

∀𝛾 ∈ 𝑆(𝑓 ) ∣ ∃𝛾 ∈ 𝑆(𝑓 ) ∣ (𝑓 ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑓 ) ∣ (𝑓 ) 𝑜𝑟 (𝑓 ) ∣
(𝑓 ) 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 (𝑓 ) ∣ 𝑛𝑜𝑡(𝑓 ) ∣ 𝑏𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐(𝛾1 , 𝛾2 , ..., 𝛾𝑛 ).

In this language, 𝑆 represents a set of contexts and variable 𝛾
can take any context from 𝑆. Terminal 𝑏𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐 can be any userdefined function or application-specific function that returns
either true or false based on values of its parameters.
Consider our earlier location-aware application. Due to its
speed limit, a taxi cannot drive a too long distance within a
short period of time. This physical law can be specified as a
consistency constraint as follows:
∀𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 ∈ 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 (∀𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ∈ 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 (
(*)
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ) 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝐿𝑜𝑐(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ))).
In this constraint, 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 represents the set of location contexts
collected in the last 𝑇 seconds by the central server (can come
from different taxis). The 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒 function judges whether two

contexts concern the same taxi. The 𝐿𝑜𝑐 function calculates
the distance between these two contexts’ locations and judges
whether this distance is reasonable for duration 𝑇 with respect
to the speed limit.
Each consistency constraint can be represented by a syntax
tree [13]. A syntax tree shows the hierarchical structure of
a constraint. For example, the syntax tree of the constraint
specified by Equation (*) is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In constraint checking, a syntax tree can be associated
with contexts under checking to form a runtime tree [15].
In a runtime tree, a formula like ∀𝛾 ∈ 𝑆(𝑓 ) or ∃𝛾 ∈ 𝑆(𝑓 )
can generate multiple branches, whose number is equal to the
number of contexts in 𝑆, and each branch is associated with a
context from 𝑆. Consider the syntax tree in Fig. 1. Suppose that
the context set 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 contains two contexts {𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 }.
Thus each ∀ node in this syntax tree’s corresponding runtime
tree would contain two branches, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The truth value of a constraint is evaluated in a bottom-up
manner in its corresponding runtime tree. Leaf nodes represent
𝑏𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐 functions and their parameters have been associated
with certain contexts when the runtime tree is created. Thus,
the truth value of a leaf node is its contained function’s return
value, and the truth value of an internal node is evaluated
according to its child nodes’ values and the semantics of this
node’s contained formula.
Links are generated for explaining why a constraint has
been violated. Each link takes the form of {𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒, 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠},
in which 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 can be 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 or 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑑, indicating
whether the constraint is violated or satisfied, and 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
is a set of variable-context mappings, disclosing what has
caused the violation or satisfaction (in terms of what variables take what values) [13]. Consider the example constraint specified by Equation (*). Suppose that when variable
𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 takes value 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 and variable 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 takes value 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 ,
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ) would hold but 𝐿𝑜𝑐(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ) would
not, leading to the violation of the whole constraint. Then a
link like {𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑, {(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 ), (𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 )}} would be
generated for explaining the violation. Links can be generated
in a bottom-up way on a constraint’s runtime tree [10] [13].
B. CUDA Programming
GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) is designed for graphical
processing purposes. A GPU contains an array of streaming
multiprocessors (SMs) and each SM contains a group of
scalar cores that are used to execute GPU threads in parallel.
Typically, one GPU contains hundreds of cores (e.g., NVIDIA
Geforce GT640 contains 2 SMs and each SM contains 192
cores) and each core can execute a thread individually. Thus
GPU can achieve a high level of parallelism.
CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [12] is
a parallel computing platform and programming model for
general-purpose computing (GPGPU). It provides a C-like
language called CUDA-C, which extends C by allowing programmers to define device functions, called kernels, that, when
called, are executed independently by multiple CUDA threads
in parallel on hundreds of GPU cores [12]. Every 32 threads
are grouped as a warp to execute on one SM synchronously.
Divergence inside a warp is allowed but it will decrease the
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Fig. 1. An example syntax tree

performance severely, because each path will be executed
serially. CUDA exposes multithreading and data parallel to
users, which means that it is a user’s duty to configure the
number of GPU threads running for one kernel and arrange
data for each thread. This is the challenging part for our GPUbased parallel constraint checking, i.e., we need to make this
process transparent to upper-layer constraint checking tasks.
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In this section, we overview our GAIN technique.
Generally, constraint checking (i.e., truth value evaluation
and link generation) is realized by visiting all nodes in a
constraint’s corresponding runtime tree recursively (named
Seq-C). For example, to evaluate a node’s truth value, SeqC first evaluates its children’s truth values, and based on them
evaluates the truth value of this node according to its associated
formula’s semantics. Finally, the truth value of the root node
of a runtime tree indicates whether the tree’s corresponding
constraint is satisfied or violated. Link generation works similarly. This process is usually made sequentially (that is why it
is named Seq-C). There is also attempt of checking constraints
by exploiting CPU computing in parallel like Con-C [15] et
al. Con-C identifies persistently balanced splitting nodes (PB
nodes) in a runtime tree, and distributes their checking tasks
to parallel computing threads.
However, Seq-C and Con-C ideas cannot be applied to
GPU easily. Seq-C relies on one thread to complete all
constraint checking tasks. Con-C requires different threads to
cooperate. Unfortunately, no single GPU core is qualified to
undertake such computing tasks as a GPU thread is much
weaker than a CPU thread. Thus checking a whole runtime
tree by a single GPU thread would instead decrease the
performance. Besides, a runtime tree cannot be processed in a
recursive manner as kernels in CUDA do not support recursion.
Therefore, parallelism strategies have to be reconsidered.
Our GAIN can check constraints efficiently on GPU.
It automatically extracts parallel computing units (called ccopies) from a constraint’s runtime tree and schedules their
checking in parallel on GPU cores. Fig. 2 illustrates three
groups of c-copies divided by two dashed lines. For example,
below the second dashed line, there are four c-copies starting
with 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 nodes. C-copies in every group can be processed
by GAIN in parallel. To avoid recursion, GAIN processes the
three c-copy groups in Fig. 2 in a bottom-up manner.
When the number of contexts referenced by a runtime tree
grows, the tree would become “wider”. In this case, GAIN

Inconsistencies

GAIN

Fig. 3. GAIN architecture
(1) split[∀γ ∈ S(f )]

→ cut(∀γ ∈ S(f ));

split[f ];

(2) split[∃γ ∈ S(f )]
(3) split[(f1 ) and (f2 )]

→ cut(∃γ ∈ S(f ));

split[f ];

|

split[(f1 ) or (f2 )]
|
→ split[f1 ];
split[(f1 ) implies (f2 )]
(4) split[not(f )]
(5) split[bf unc(γ1, ..., γn )]

split[f2];

→ split[f ];
→ stop recursion.

Fig. 4. Syntax tree splitting semantics

can extract more c-copies from the tree, and then distribute
more c-copies to GPU cores for parallel processing. In other
words, our GAIN can work better when its constraint checking
workload increases, as compared to CPU-based computing.
IV.

C HECKING C ONSTRAINTS BY GAIN

Fig. 3 illustrates our GAIN’s architecture. GAIN takes
constraints and contexts as input. Constraints are loaded into
GAIN earlier for analysis. For each constraint, Splitter converts it into a group of c-units (Fig. 1). At runtime, whenever
a new context is received, GAIN will: (1) update all concerned
context sets in constraints, (2) (Scheduler) schedules c-units
and calls Truth value kernel and Link kernel for checking
these c-units’ associated c-copies (Fig. 2), and (3) outputs
detected inconsistencies (in terms of links) and then checks
the next group of c-units (i.e., the next constraint).
A. Constraint Preprocessing
Given a consistency constraint, Splitter would automatically split it into a group of parallel units called c-units. C-

(1) τ [∀γ ∈ S(f )]α

::= {ti = lookup(τ [f ]bind(α,(γ,xi )) ) | xi ∈ S;

return  ∧ t1 ∧ · · · ∧ tm

};

(2) τ [∃γ ∈ S(f )]α
(3) τ [(f1 ) and (f2 )]α

::= {ti = lookup(τ [f ]bind(α,(γ,xi )) ) | xi ∈ S;
::= lookup(τ [f1 ]α ) ∧ lookup(τ [f2 ]α );

return ⊥ ∨ t1 ∨ · · · ∨ tm

};

(4) τ [(f1 ) or (f2 )]α
(5) τ [(f1 ) implies (f2 )]α

::= lookup(τ [f1 ]α ) ∨ lookup(τ [f2 ]α );
::= lookup(τ [f1 ]α ) → lookup(τ [f2 ]α );

(6) τ [not(f )]α
(7) τ [bf unc(γ1 , ..., γn )]α

::= ¬lookup(τ [f ]α );
::= bf unc(get(α, γ1 ), ..., get(α, γn )).

Fig. 5. Truth value evaluation semantics in GAIN
(1) L[∀γ ∈ S(f )]α

::= {li = lookup(L[f ]bind(α,(γ,xi )) ) | xi ∈ S ∧ τ [f ]bind(α,(γ,xi )) = ⊥;

(2) L[∃γ ∈ S(f )]α

return(∅ ∪ ({(violated, (γ, x))} ⊗ l1 ) ∪ ... ∪ {(violated, (γ, x))} ⊗ lm ))};
::= {li = lookup(L[f ]bind(α,(γ,xi )) ) | xi ∈ S ∧ τ [f ]bind(α,(γ,xi )) = ;

(3) L[(f1 ) and (f2 )]α

(4) L[(f1 ) or (f2 )]α

(5) L[(f1 ) implies (f2 )]α
(6) L[not(f )]α
(7) L[bf unc(γ1 , ..., γn ))]α

return(∅ ∪ ({(satisf ied, (γ, x))} ⊗ l1 ) ∪ ... ∪ {(satisf ied, (γ, x))} ⊗ lm ))};
⎧
lookup(L[f1 ]α ) ⊗ lookup(L[f2 ]α ) , τ [f1 ]α = τ [f2 ]α = ;
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨lookup(L[f ] ) ∪ lookup(L[f ] ) , τ [f ] = τ [f ] = ⊥;
1 α
2 α
1 α
2 α
::=
⎪
, τ [f1 ]α =  ∧ τ [f2 ]α = ⊥;
lookup(L[f2 ]α )
⎪
⎪
⎩
lookup(L[f1 ]α )
, τ [f1 ]α = ⊥ ∧ τ [f2 ]α = ;
⎧
lookup(L[f
]
)
∪
lookup(L[f
]
)
, τ [f1 ]α = τ [f2 ]α = ;
⎪
1 α
2 α
⎪
⎪
⎨
lookup(L[f1 ]α ) ⊗ lookup(L[f2 ]α ) , τ [f1 ]α = τ [f2 ]α = ⊥;
::=
⎪lookup(L[f1 ]α )
, τ [f1 ]α =  ∧ τ [f2 ]α = ⊥;
⎪
⎪
⎩
, τ [f1 ]α = ⊥ ∧ τ [f2 ]α = ;
lookup(L[f2 ]α )
⎧
f lipSet(lookup(L[f1]α )) ⊗ lookup(L[f2 ]α ) , τ [f1 ]α =  ∧ τ [f2 ]α = ⊥;
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
f lipSet(lookup(L[f1]α )) ∪ lookup(L[f2 ]α ) , τ [f1 ]α = ⊥ ∧ τ [f2 ]α = ;
::=
⎪lookup(L[f2 ]α )
, τ [f1 ]α = τ [f2 ]α = ;
⎪
⎪
⎩
, τ [f1 ]α = τ [f2 ]α = ⊥;
f lipSet(lookup(L[f1]α ))
::= f lipSet(lookup(L[f ]α));
::= ∅.

Fig. 6. Link generation semantics in GAIN

units from one constraint are disjointed with each other and
they together form this constraint. Fig. 1 shows three c-units
of the example constraint specified by Equation (*) earlier.
Fig. 4 gives our syntax tree splitting semantics, in which ∀/
∃ nodes (containing universal or existential formulae) are key
nodes indicating boundaries of different c-units. Function 𝑐𝑢𝑡
splits a universal or existential formula into two parts, i.e., its
quantifier part and sub-formula part. The splitting recursion
stops when reaching any 𝑏𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐 node.

For each c-unit, GAIN reorders the checking sequence of
its nodes by a post-order traversal to avoid recursion (recall that
GPU threads do not support recursion). For example, after our
constraint preprocessing, the syntax tree in Fig. 1 would be
converted into the following checking sequence:

With c-units, we can efficiently construct runtime trees,
which are composed of c-copies. C-copies can be generated
by assigning contexts to variables in a constraint. For example,
the four c-copies at the bottom in Fig. 2 can be generated by
associating contexts 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 and 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 to variables 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 and
𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 in a combinatorial way.

GAIN evaluates truth value for each runtime tree node. A
node’s truth value indicates whether it is satisfied or violated.
Fig. 5 gives GAIN’s truth value evaluation semantics:

A nice property about c-copy is that it can no longer
be divided into smaller parts that are still subject to parallel
processing on GPU cores. This is because each c-copy contains
no branches generated by universal or existential node. Thus
we can realize maximal parallelism by notion of c-unit and ccopy. It could be argued that sub-trees starting with 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠/
𝑎𝑛𝑑/ 𝑜𝑟 nodes might also be processed in parallel. However,
this would cause divergence since each branch in such subtrees cannot guarantee to be the same. As a result, each branch
has to be processed serially on GPU cores, and this instead
decreases the constraint checking performance.

{(𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝐿𝑜𝑐, 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠), (∀𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ∈ 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 ), (∀𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 ∈ 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 )}.
B. Truth Value Evaluation

∙

𝜏 [𝑓 ]𝛼 : returns the truth value of 𝑓 under a variable
assignment 𝛼 (“⊤” stands for true or “⊥” for false).

∙

𝛼 : represents a variable assignment, containing a set
of variable-context mappings, e.g.,
𝛼 = {(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 ), (𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 )} means that variable 𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 takes context 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 as its value and variable
𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 takes context 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 .

∙

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝛼, (𝛾, 𝑥𝑖 )) : adds a new variable-context mapping (𝛾, 𝑥𝑖 ) to 𝛼 to form a new variable assignment.

∙

𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝛼, 𝛾𝑖 ) : returns the context bound to variable 𝛾𝑖
in variable assignment 𝛼.

∙

𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝(𝜏 [𝑓 ]𝛼 ) : retrieves truth value 𝜏 [𝑓 ]𝛼 .

Note that a constraint’s syntax tree has been split and reordered in the aforementioned preprocessing phase. Thus
Truth value kernel can work in a non-recursive (bottomup) way. Truth values that have been evaluated earlier can
be retrieved through the 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝 function. For example, in
Fig. 2, when GAIN evaluates truth value for the ∀𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ∈
𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 node under variable assignment {(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 )} ,
it can retrieve truth values of the two 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 nodes under variable assignments ({(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 ), (𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 )} and
{(𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡1 ), (𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 , 𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑡2 )}, respectively. Based on them,
GAIN can evaluate truth value for this ∀𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖2 ∈ 𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌
node. The implementation of the 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝 function relies on
our storage strategy, which we explain later.
For each c-copy derived from the same c-unit, Truth value
kernel arranges one GPU thread for processing it. The number
of c-copies from one c-unit can be calculated according to
the number of contexts in its associated context sets. For
example, in Fig. 1, 𝑐-𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡0 references two variables in a
combinatorial way and they both associate with context set
𝐶𝐼𝑇 𝑌 , which contains two contexts. Then 𝑐-𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡0 is four.
Each GPU thread processes nodes according to our truth
value evaluation semantics in Fig. 5. Since these c-copies are
independent of each other, they can be processed in parallel.
Besides, these c-copies are structurally identical, and therefore
Truth value kernel can process in a way free of divergence
(i.e., real parallel).
C. Link Generation
Fig. 6 gives our link generation semantics in GAIN:
∙

ℒ[𝑓 ]𝛼 : returns a set of links generated for formula
𝑓 under variable assignment 𝛼, explaining why 𝑓 is
satisfied or violated.

∙

⊗ : makes a Cartesian product between two sets of
links. If 𝑙1 (links) explains formula 𝑓1 ’s truth value
and 𝑙2 explains formula 𝑓2 ’s truth value, then 𝑙1 ⊗ 𝑙2
explain both 𝑓1 ’s and 𝑓2 ’s truth values.

∙

∪ : merges two sets of links by set union. If 𝑙1 (links)
explains formula 𝑓1 ’s truth value and 𝑙2 explains
formula 𝑓2 ’s truth value, then any one from 𝑙1 ∪ 𝑙2
explains either 𝑓1 ’s or 𝑓2 ’s truth value.

∙

𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑆𝑒𝑡(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠) : changes the type of links from
𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑑 to 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 or from 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 to 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑑
for all links in a set.

∙

𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝(ℒ[𝑓 ]𝛼 ): retrieves links ℒ[𝑓 ]𝛼 .

Consider a universal formula ∀𝛾 ∈ 𝑆(𝑓 ). If it is violated
(i.e., evaluated to false), there must exist at least one context
that, if assigned to variable 𝛾, would cause sub-formula 𝑓 to
be evaluated to false. Thus this context should be included
into links generated for explaining why this universal formula is violated. Operator ⊗ can connect this context with
other contexts used by sub-formula 𝑓 to together explain
this formula’s violation. Existential formula can be processed
similarly. Link generation for formula (𝑓1 ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑓2 ) needs
to consider four cases. If 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 are both satisfied, the
whole 𝑎𝑛𝑑 formula is also satisfied. Thus links generated by
𝑓1 and 𝑓2 need to together explain this formula’s satisfaction.
If 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 are both violated, any link generated by 𝑓1

Different threads:

t1

t2

t3

0
1

1
3

4
2

Link array:
Index array:

Fig. 7. Example for illustrating our two-level storage strategy

or 𝑓2 can explain the formula’s violation. If only one subformula is violated, the whole and formula is still violated.
Then links generated by the violated sub-formula can explain
the whole formula’s violation. The semantics for (𝑓1 ) 𝑜𝑟 (𝑓2 )
and (𝑓1 ) 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 (𝑓2 ) formulae are similar. To generate links
for formula 𝑛𝑜𝑡 (𝑓 ), one only needs to reverse the type for
links generated by formula 𝑓 . This is because any link that
explains 𝑓 ’s violation can also explain 𝑛𝑜𝑡 (𝑓 )’s satisfaction.
GAIN’s parallel strategy for generating links is the same
as for truth value evaluation, and thus we omit its details.
D. Storage Strategy
We in the following explain how to realize a conflict-free
storage strategy and efficient lookup of previous constraint
checking results. This is important because: (1) Results of ccopies should be stored for later lookup purposes. Different
c-copies can write results to the same memory address simultaneously, and thus cause conflict. (2) The 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝 function has
to be realized efficiently as it is called by GAIN frequently as
shown in earlier semantics.
Consider storage of checking results. Truth value results are
regular, and this means that each truth value occupies space
of the same size in memory. We use an array to store truth
values. Given a runtime tree node, the offset from which we
store its truth value in the array is proportional to its offset
in the tree’s reordered checking sequence (Section IV.A). This
also makes it very efficient to retrieve previous truth value
results. However, links are irregular, and this means that each
node can generate a different number of links. We adopt a
two-level storage strategy, which uses two arrays: link array
and index array. The former stores all links, and the latter
stores indexes for distinguishing links from different nodes.
We adopt the prefix sum technique [2] to allocate space in
the link array. Given a list of allocation requirements, GAIN
calculates offsets from which each thread should start writing.
Fig. 7 shows a simple example, in which three threads generate
1, 3, 2 links, respectively. GAIN allocates 1, 3, 2 cells in the
link array for corresponding threads. The index array stores
these offsets (upper one) and numbers of links (lower one).
Given a runtime tree node, the offset from which we store
its index in the index array is proportional to its offset in the
trees reordered checking sequence. This is similar to the case
of storing truth values. Once the index of a node is retrieved,
GAIN can efficiently obtain its links according to the number
of links stored in the index array.
V.

E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our GAIN and compare it to
Seq-C and Con-C.
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A. Experimental Design
In our experiments, we are interested in the checking
performance of these techniques with respect to different
constraint structures and under different workloads. Here,
constraint structure means structure of a constraint’s corresponding syntax tree. We measure performance by checking
time (as dependent variable). We identify three independent
variables that can affect checking time, namely, checking
technique, constraint structure and workload, as below:
∙

Checking technique: We compare GAIN, Seq-C and
Con-C in our experiments. The Con-C we implemented first identifies quantifiers (∀/∃) in a runtime
tree, then each branch of a quantifier is handled by
one CPU thread. Con-C runs in a recursive way as
Seq-C does. Since our CPU contains four cores, we
set the maximum number of active threads in Con-C
to four.

∙

Constraint structure: We consider three factors concerning a constraint’s structure: height of the constraint’s syntax tree, number of nodes in this tree, and
number of quantifiers (∀/∃) used by this constraint.

∙

Checking workload: The checking workload is mainly
determined by the density of received contexts. We
consider three groups of contexts (with light, medial
and heavy workloads).

B. Experimental Setup
We conducted experiments on a real-world SUTPC application [13], which aims for smart routing planning as introduced
earlier. We used its received contexts for continuous 24 hours,
and this accounts for a total of over 1.5 million real taxi data.
Each context contains multiple fields including its timestamp,
its concerned taxi’s id, current location, instant speed, service
status, and so on. Intervals between contexts vary from 20 ms
to 3,000 ms, with an average value of 55.9 ms, and this decides
the workload for constraint checking.
The SUTPC application has its built-in 12 consistency
constraints for our experiments. However, they may not necessarily be adequate in covering different constraint structures.
Thus we additionally generated 33 constraints randomly, as
shown in Table I. We considered two-level, four-level and
six-level heights for constraints. For each level of height,
we generated constraints with one or two quantifiers (2-level
constraints can contain at most one quantifier). Besides, we
also considered the number of nodes contained in a constraint,
which also affects a constraint’s structure and complexity, as
shown in Table I. What’s more, for constraints containing two
quantifiers, we also considered whether the two quantifiers are
nested as this also affects a constraint’s structure and complexity. For 6-level constraints with two quantifiers, we also
additionally considered the maximal difference of their c-units’
contained nodes, Diff(𝑐-𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠), which is an indicator of how
a constraint’s internal structure differs from that of another.
For example, the constraint shown in Fig. 1 contains three
c-units with 1, 1, 3 nodes, respectively. Thus Diff(𝑐-𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠)
of this constraint is 2. The last column in Table I gives the
number of constraints for each category and their total number
is 36. Among them, 33 were randomly generated, and they
are labeled from “A” to “K” (11 groups). The remaining three
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constraints (A*, D*, H*) are from the original 12 constraints
(the other nine constraints are structurally equivalent with the
three and thus only three were selected).
Our experiments were conducted on a machine with a
quad-core Intel Q9550 CPU @2.83GHz and 4GB RAM,
running MS Windows 7. It is equipped with an NVIDIA
GeForce GT640 Display Card for supporting GPU computing.
C. Experiment 1: Impact of Constraint Structure
We first study how a constraint’s structure affects the
checking performance of GAIN, Seq-C and Con-C. We used
all 33 randomly generated constraints (11 categories from A
to K) and a continuous segment of 5,000 contexts randomly
selected from 1.5 million taxi data.
Fig. 8 (a) and (b) compare the checking time of GAIN,
Seq-C and Con-C with respect to different heights of syntax
trees of constraints (considered by 1-quantifier constraints and
2-quantifier constraints, respectively). We observe that GAIN
works most efficiently and its checking time is very stable
with respect to different heights of syntax trees of constraints.
Seq-C and Con-C spend much more time and are unstable
with respect to different heights of syntax trees of constraints.
For Seq-C, its time increases dramatically when the number of
nodes in a syntax tree is many (G), or quantifiers in constraints
are nested (D, H, I). Con-C behaves similarly. Besides, all
techniques spend more time for 2-quantifier constraints than
for 1-quantifier constraints.
Fig. 9 further studies how the number of syntax tree nodes
impacts the checking performance for 1-quantifier constraints.
We observe that when the number of syntax tree nodes is close,
checking time is almost the same for the three techniques (C
vs. B). However, when the number of syntax tree nodes has a
large increase, Seq-C becomes very sensitive in checking time
(G vs. F), but GAIN and Con-C are stable instead.
Fig. 10 further studies how quantifier nesting impacts the
checking performance. We observe that quantifier nesting has
a dominant impact on Seq-C’s and Con-C’s checking time (D

D. Experiment 2: Impact of Workload
We then study how the checking workload affects the
checking performance of GAIN, Seq-C and Con-C. We used
three built-in constraints (A*, D*, H* in Table I), and three
segments of context sequences, as listed in Table II. The three
segments each includes one hour of taxi data, which are all
over 60K. They represent light (early morning before rush
hour), medial (noon) and heavy (evening rush hour) workload,
respectively. Their respective “service status” data also imply
this nature (more “on” data mean larger density of contexts
requiring processing).
Fig. 11 compares how the checking workload affects the
checking performance of the three techniques. We observe that
GAIN works most efficiently for medial and heavy workloads
and is very stable for different workloads. Seq-C and ConC require much more checking time for medial and heavy
workloads and are unstable with different workloads. When
the workload is light, GAIN needs slightly more checking time
than Seq-C and Con-C. This is because when the checking
workload is light, most GPU cores are wasted and do not work
at all, but overall, GAIN can work much more efficiently.
E. Case Study
We finally compared the three techniques in a case study
setting, i.e., using all 1.5 million of taxi data and all its built-in
12 constraints.
Fig. 12 compares the checking performance of GAIN, SeqC and Con-C for each period (hour). We observe that Seq-C
works slowest and it is very unstable to different workloads
(different periods), while GAIN and Con-C work much more
efficiently (about 61.1% and 61.4% faster, respectively). It
is interesting to see that Con-C works very slightly more
efficiently than GAIN overall (1.0% relatively). However, we
also observe from Fig. 12 that Con-C is unstable, while
GAIN is very stable (almost immune to different workloads).
Sometimes GAIN works less efficiently than Con-C because
when the workload is light, some GPU cores can be wasted
as explained earlier. Still, this also reflects that GAIN is
scalable as its checking time almost does not increase when
the workload grows. This makes it highly applicable to a wider
range of application scenarios. Besides, Con-C consumes much

more CPU computing resources (80% on average and up to
98%), while GAIN uses only one CPU core (our machine has
four CPU cores and thus the usage is 25% on average and
occasionally up to 40%). This also suggests that GAIN can
release most CPU computing resources back to applications
and this is much appreciated in pervasive computing.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we discuss related work in recent years.
A. Inconsistency Detection
Consistency is an important property of software systems.
However, many software artifacts suffer the inconsistency
problem. To detect inconsistencies, these artifacts (including
contexts) need checking against consistency constraints. One
pioneer piece of work is xLinkit [10] [11], which detects
inconsistencies in XML documents. GAIN adopts a similar
idea of detecting inconsistencies in application contexts. A
popular way of improving the checking performance is to
conduct incremental checking, which exploits existing intermediate results to reduce unnecessary computing. Examples
of incremental checking techniques include UML/Analyzer
[5], which checks consistency for evolving UML models,
and our previous work PCC [13], which focuses on context
consistency for pervasive computing applications. Earlier ConC [15] explored ways of checking consistency constraints in
parallel by CPU computing. It maintains balanced workload
for all CPU threads, but cannot be applied to GPU computing
due to different programming models.
B. GPU Computing
There is a large body of work on GPU computing. Some
development aids are proposed to ease GPU programming,
and certain GPU algorithms are studied for specific problems.
For the former, hiCUDA [6], Mars [7] and Medusa [16]
provide high-level abstraction of CUDA programming. They
provide APIs or directives to hide underlying details of GPU
programming. For the latter, GPU techniques to accelerate
specific applications can vary greatly. For example, Bakkum et
al. parallelized SQL operation SELECT by assigning each row
to a GPU thread to execute queries [1]. To facilitate breadthfirst search in solving graph problems, two vertex queues are
prepared for switching: one for input and another for output,
and their roles are reversed in the next iteration [9]. Algorithms
based on tree structures can also be implemented by GPU
computing. For example, Luo et al. [8] parallelized R-tree
queries and constructions, and Burtscher et al. [3] proposed
an GPU-based n-body algorithm. Our work studied in this
paper differs from these techniques in that we have various
tree nodes that have to be processed differently. Besides, links
processed by constraint checking can be irregular, and our
GAIN addresses it by a two-level storage strategy to realize
conflict-free and efficient construction and retrieval.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied GPU computing for constraint
checking. We presented a novel technique GAIN to tackle
challenges in doing so. GAIN is applicable to any first-order
logic specified consistency constraints. It can automatically

recognize parallel units from constraints and arrange them different GPU cores for parallel computing. With a carefully designed two-level storage strategy, GAIN can address irregular
checking results, and this makes GAIN general to various constraints and the checking process transparent to applications.
We evaluated GAIN experimentally, and the results confirmed
GAIN’s efficiency as well as its stability and scalability to
different workloads. This stability makes GAIN more suitable
for tasks with high workload. It also releases valuable CPU
computing resources back to applications. Finally, the GAIN
idea can be potentially extended for more application scenarios
and we are investigating its broader usage.
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